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Does $300 million get your 
CFO’s attention? 

HE DOT-COM ramp-up of 1995-
2000 and subsequent bust left 
a lot of empty data center space
on the market. Over the past few
years, companies have expanded

at a low cost. But the glut of data center
space is over, and companies looking 
to expand are facing a harsh reality. 
The Uptime Institute estimates that 
a 30,000 square foot data center can
cost up to $300 million today, compared
with only $20 million a few years ago. 

Many data centers are hitting a wall.
According to a survey administered by
AFCOM (Association for Computer
Operation Managers) and InterUnity
Group1, data center power requirements
are increasing by an average of 8% per
year, while power requirements at the
biggest data centers are growing at more
than 20% per year. The survey revealed
that in two years, 44.5% of AFCOM

members’ data centers would be inca-
pable of supporting business require-
ments due to capacity constraints.

Today the average data center is 12-15
years old. These facilities are reaching
end of life and aren’t designed to meet
today’s power demands. Companies are
running out of room.

For example, retail giant Target Corp. 
is currently building a brand-new data
center every five years in order to keep
up with normal business growth. This 
is neither a tech-heavy, Web 2.0 type 
of company, nor a case of undisciplined
growth for growth’s sake. Target requires
additional data centers because new
stores and an expanded online presence
require more servers. Sooner or later,
that translates into insufficient data 
center floor space, power, cooling or
bandwidth capacity.

Energy efficiency is important not 
only to curb runaway power consump-
tion, but also to accommodate more
data center capacity. If a company can
recover capacity, it can delay spending
on capital improvements.
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Kilowatt-hour:
The kilowatt-
hour (kWh) is
a unit of ener-
gy equivalent
to one kilowatt
(1 kW) of
power expend-
ed for one hour
(1 h) of time. 
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Data center energy efficiency isn’t just
about shaving kilowatt hours—it’s about
avoiding a nine-figure capital expenditure.

The looming energy crisis is not a tran-
sient problem in the way that CPU
power, memory or I/O occasionally bot-
tleneck progress while we wait for them
to improve. For the foreseeable future,
traditional energy costs are going to rise,
and ultimately those energy sources may
not be economically viable for data cen-
ters. At the same time, demand for new
application growth will continue to out-
strip the processing power increases that
flow from Moore’s Law.

“Going green” in a data center can be
seen as either a crisis or an opportunity.
It depends on whether companies plan
to wave white flags in surrender to giant
energy bills or proactively meet the 
challenge head-on.

Data center managers will play a lead-
ing role in determining which option
their organizations pursue. Convincing
higher-ups that the better solution is
being proactive about energy consump-
tion dictates a need for a solid business

case. And a solid business case of this 
nature requires knowledge of five areas: 

n Power consumption trends 
in the data center

n Root causes of demand
n Why energy efficiency matters 

to ROI and the environment
n How to implement energy 

efficiency in the data center
n Metrics that measure “green”

progress

Power consumption trends in the data
center. Experts are amassing compelling
evidence of power usage trends in the
data center. In February 2007, Jonathan
Koomey, staff scientist at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory and con-
sulting professor at Stanford University,
published a study2 estimating the total
power consumption by servers in the
U.S. and the world.

According to Koomey’s estimates,
electricity use associated with servers
doubled from 2000 to 2005. The annual
growth rate is 14% per year in the U.S.
Total direct power consumption for all

Moore’s Law:
Moore’s Law
states that the
number of micro
components
that can be
placed on an
integrated cir-
cuit (microchip)
of the lowest
manufacturing
cost doubles
roughly every 
18 months. This
translates to
processors with
increasingly
higher perform-
ance and small-
er footprints
over time.
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servers in the U.S. was estimated at 
23 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) in 2005.

This power consumption is primarily
due to growth in the number of servers,
with a very small percentage coming
from increases in power use per server. 

The problem is compounded by
increasing need for server cooling and
auxiliary equipment. Koomey says that
on average, every kWh of electricity
used for processing IT loads translates
into another kWh of electricity for the
supporting physical infrastructure, such
as UPSes (uninterruptible power sup-
plies), PDUs (power distribution units),
chillers, air handlers, pumps and other
devices. 

Data centers—servers and the
required peripherals—burned about 45
billion kWh in the U.S. in 2005, 1.2% of
2005’s retail electricity sales or about
$2.7 billion. 

Although Koomey admits that it’s 
difficult to forecast IT industry trends, 
he estimates that in 2010 electricity 
use will be as much as 76% higher than
in 2005.
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SOURCES: IDC DATA FOR INSTALLED BASE, SHIPMENTS, AND MOST POPULAR MODELS, AND MANUFACTURER DATA ON POWER USE
FOR INDIVIDUAL SERVER MODELS. TOTAL EXPENDITURES ASSUME U.S. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY PRICES (2006 DOLLARS)
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DATA CENTER ENERGY CONSUMPTION DOUBLES 
Electricity use for servers doubled from 2000 to 2005. This power con-
sumption is due to growth in the number of servers, with a very small per-
centage coming from increases in power use per server. On average, every
kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity use for IT loads translates into another
kWh of electricity use for infrastructure. US data center energy usage: 45
billion kWh in 2005, 1.2% of retail electricity sales in that year, an estimat-
ed $2.7 billion electric bill.
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II. ROOT CAUSE OF DEMAND
Overall server performance per watt
doubles every two years, according to
Christian Belady, distinguished technol-
ogist at Hewlett-Packard Co. “If you look
over an eight-year period, a typical plat-
form is 16 times more efficient than it was
eight years prior,” Belady said. “You can
look at any benchmark in the industry.”

Belady believes hardware efficiency is
driving IT power consumption. The more
efficiency we get out of our systems, the
more we will use them, he said. He uses
gasoline as an example. If the price of
gas went down 16 times in eight years,
what would you expect to happen to
gasoline demand? “Instead of buying
electricity, we’d have generators in our
backyards,” Belady said. “My air condi-
tioner would run on gasoline, not elec-
tricity.”

Despite the increased performance 
of servers, the demand for applications 
is actually outstripping those improve-
ments. The result is that the number 
of server units continues to grow. 

A company’s desire to increase pro-

ductivity or develop a competitive edge
drives IT consumption. Efficiency is more
of a lubricant, conditioning the rate at
which IT expands. But it is becoming a
bottleneck. 

While every company has its own IT
agenda, data center managers should be
aware—and make their colleagues out-
side of IT aware—of some of the major
drivers of increased computing con-
sumption. If your company is deploying
new applications, increasing the avail-
ability of existing ones, or deploying new
Web technologies, then your company is
most likely also facing increased energy
needs.

New applications. New business appli-
cations—constricted by cost, bandwidth
or technological limitations just a few
years ago—are becoming economically
viable. For example, fast-food companies
are routing drive-through orders to
remote locations to get faster and more
accurate orders rather than using on-site
employees for the task. When you place
an order, you may actually be speaking

If your company
is deploying new
applications,
increasing the
availability of
existing ones, or
deploying new
Web technolo-
gies, then your
company is
most likely also
facing increased
energy needs.
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to a person in a call center. The call cen-
ter employee routes your order to the
restaurant via the Web. The productivity
gain (presumably) outweighs the price
of the technology to support the applica-
tion.

Another well-publicized example of
new application rollouts is at Wal-Mart
Stores Inc., which recently implemented
a radio frequency identification (RFID)
application to improve supply chain effi-
ciencies. Wal-Mart demanded that all of
its suppliers come on-board with its
RFID program, driving even more appli-
cation and server growth.

Regardless of whether you are linking
online ordering to stores or deploying
RFID, your organization is most likely
increasing the digitization of business
processes. While it may reduce demand
for paper, it increases need for data 
center energy. 

“Human resource documents used 
to purely be a paper trail process,” said
Charles King, principal analyst with
Hayward, Calif.-based Pund-IT Inc., cit-
ing one common area of increasing digi-

tization. “Virtually every large corpora-
tion is moving to an electronic document
or online process.” 

Expanding that principle to include
customer and partner processes multi-
plies the demand for digital and online
applications. The Web layer and busi-
ness application layer are merging
across every business. 
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OBSOLETE BY 2010
According to AFCOM, more than 60% of pre-2005 data center facilities
will be unable to handle increased computing demand, rendering data cen-
ters obsolete in three years.

1 YEAR 19.3%

2-3 YEARS 21.7%

4-5 YEARS 19.9%

6-10 YEARS 22.4%

11 OR MORE YEARS 12.4%

NEVER 4.3%

SOURCE: THE DATA CENTER OF THE FUTURE: WHAT IS SHAPING IT?, JOINT INTERUNITY GROUP-AFCOM STUDY.
RICHARD M. SNEIDER, PH.D. RESEARCH DIRECTOR, JANUARY 2005
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Uptime demand. The demand for more
reliable computer services in business is
being driven by three main factors: the
pervasive computerization of business
processes, legal requirements for a
record of those computerized processes,
and user expectations of always-up sys-
tems.

Many experts have pointed to recent
regulatory requirements like Sarbanes-
Oxley (SOX) that are driving financial
firms to back up data center operations
across multiple data centers, literally
doubling (even tripling) the amount of
and places where data is kept.

According to James Callahan, Verizon
Business data center security expert,
there are no SOX specifications that reg-
ulate the number of times data is repli-
cated. Regardless, companies continue
to increase redundancy and replication,
not only to keep the core business func-
tioning, but to create a complete record
of the business for compliance purposes.

It’s not just financial companies or pri-
mary creators of business data that are
affected, according to Callahan. Many

companies affected by SOX are support-
ed by legal or accounting firms that also
have to invest in redundancy.

As the cost of downtime soars, more
applications are becoming mission criti-
cal and need to be backed up with repli-
cation and fault tolerance. Email was not
mission critical five years ago; today it 
is. Due to globalization, more businesses
are operating 24/7. 

Additionally, the technology end user
is becoming less and less tolerant of
downtime. It’s not just that we are dou-
bling the places data is kept, and not just
that for every primary creator of busi-
ness data there are several supporting
firms, but that all of them, or at least
some of them, also have to be up and
running more of the time. That drives
these services toward redundancy, in-
creasing CPU and storage consumption.

MySpace.com, the online networking
site and reportedly the most-visited
domain on the Internet for U.S. Internet
users at the time, lost power for half a
day in July 2006. That outage made
headlines in the BBC and other news

MySpace.com
does not house
traditional 
mission-critical
data, but News
Corp. paid $580
million for the
site in July
2005, and you
can bet the serv-
ice is being
replicated
across multiple
data centers.
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outlets across the Web. MySpace.com
does not house traditional mission-criti-
cal data, but News Corp. paid $580 mil-
lion for the site in July 2005, and you
can bet the service is being replicated
across multiple data centers today.
Indeed, most large Web sites today
involve not only large farms of primary
servers, but also extended networks of
cache or distribution servers consuming
power across the country or even the
world.

Web 2.0. Increased online activity, user-
generated content and e-business are all
impacting data center energy consump-
tion. It may sound trivial, but the Web’s
energy use adds up. Author Nick Carr
estimated that an avatar—an online rep-
resentation of a human—on Linden Labs’
virtual reality online game Second Life
actually consumes as much power as 
the average Brazilian over the course 
of one year. 

At the time of the exercise, Carr esti-
mated 12,500 avatars were “living” in
Second Life. Supporting those 12,500

avatars required 4,000 servers in addi-
tion to the 12,500 PCs that the avatars’
physical alter egos were using. Assuming
that a PC consumes 120 watts and a
server consumes 200 watts—plus 50

chapter 1 Building a business case for data center energy efficiency
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SOURCE: THE DATA CENTER OF THE FUTURE: WHAT IS SHAPING IT?, JOINT INTERUNITY GROUP-AFCOM STUDY.
RICHARD M. SNEIDER, PH.D. RESEARCH DIRECTOR, JANUARY 2005

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS
A data center manager’s biggest worry: IT purchasing decisions are being 
made without infrastructure capacity considerations.

New equipment being acquired without adequate
concern for power or cooling requirements 59.0%

Increasing power densities of new
servers and switches 49.1%

Lack of data center/computer room space 31.1%

Data center security 31.1%

Availability of commonly accepted standards
or best practices (e.g., ITIL, ANSI, other) 26.7%

Sensitive equipment outside the computer
room/data center is not adequately protected 25.5%

None of the above 5.6%

Other 4.3%



watts per server for data-center air con-
ditioning—Carr estimated that an avatar
consumes 1,752 kWh per year.3

In fact, the virtual world of Web 2.0
may actually be exacerbating the energy
problem more than is commonly assumed.
Koomey suspects that custom-built vol-
ume servers at large Internet companies
like Google are underrepresented in his
data center energy usage estimates.
Koomey cites reports that suggest
Google’s estimated 450,000 servers
worldwide are actually ordered directly
from manufacturers as motherboards and
are not counted in the volume server
installed base. Adding those nearly half-
million servers to the volume server
installed base would increase Koomey’s
estimate of worldwide electricity use for
volume servers by 1.7%. This is in addition
to the 1.2% Koomey cited in his study.

III. WHY DOES ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY MATTER?
If the cost of IT is dropping (improving
performance per watt) as rapidly as
experts claim—what’s the problem?

Performance per watt is not improving
fast enough to keep up with demand.
The cost to power and cool the server
hardware is eating into the return on
investment (ROI) on new applications.

Take the McDonald’s drive-through as
a hypothetical example. The added pro-
ductivity that comes by routing drive-
through orders to remote locations may
justify the capital cost of telecommuni-
cations and server hardware to support
the application—but is the supporting
infrastructure power cost included in 
the equation? 

Oftentimes it is not. In large part this
true total cost of ownership is invisible 
to the people provisioning IT resources
because they don’t see the power bill at
the application layer. The power bill for
the data center as a whole is the domain
of the facility engineering staff—it is
abstracted from the technology deci-
sion-making process. 

Ken Brill, executive director of the
Uptime Institute, has termed this phe-
nomenon “The Economic Meltdown of
Moore’s Law.”

Total cost of
ownership is
invisible to peo-
ple provisioning
IT resources
because they
don’t see the
power bill. The
power bill for
the data center
is abstracted
from the tech-
nology decision-
making process.
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Capital expense versus operating
expense. The Uptime Institute estimates
that the three-year cost of powering and
cooling servers (operating expense) is
currently one and a half times the capital
expense of purchasing the server hard-
ware. That means each $1,000 server
purchase is actually $2,500 in total 
cost of ownership (TCO) over the typical
three-year lifecycle of the machine, plus
maintenance, support and other stan-
dard elements.

The Uptime Institute’s projection
extending to 2012 shows that cost 
multiplier rising to three times the cost
of purchase—and that’s in a best-case
scenario. What’s the Uptime Institute’s
unlikely worst-case scenario? Power and
cooling will cost 22 times the initial pur-
chase price, not today’s 2.5 times.

According to a recent article by
Belady4, the energy cost of powering the
server and supporting infrastructure will
be 75% of the total cost of ownership in
2014, and the capital IT cost will be only
25%—a significant shift from the early
1990s when power and infrastructure

Energy use/the environment
Coal-burning power plants contribute to smog, acid
rain and global warming. The Union of Concerned
Scientists estimates that a typical 500-megawatt
coal-burning power plant generates:

n 3.7 million tons of carbon dioxide, the primary
cause of human-related global warming

n 10,000 tons of sulfur dioxide, which causes acid rain

n 500 tons of small airborne particles, responsible
for respiratory health problems

n 10,200 tons of nitrogen oxide, 720 tons of carbon
monoxide, 220 tons of hydrocarbons, 170 pounds
of mercury, 225 pounds of arsenic, 114 pounds 
of lead, 4 pounds of cadmium, other toxic heavy 
metals, and trace amounts of uranium

n 125,000 tons of ash and 193,000 tons of toxic
sludge—75% of which is dumped in unlined,
unmonitored landfills
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cost was 20%, with TCO and IT capital
expense at 80%.

Rakesh Kumar, research vice president
at Stamford, Conn.-based research firm
Gartner Inc., predicted energy costs
would increase to account for more than
half of a company’s IT budget in the next
few years. 

“The bottom line is that the cost of
power on this scale would be difficult to
manage simply as a budget increase and
most CIOs would struggle to justify the
situation to company board members,”
Kumar stated.

Data center environmental impact.
Computers run on coal. Half of all the
electricity generated in the U.S. comes
from coal-burning power plants, accord-
ing to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration. The mining and burning
of coal are two of the most environmen-
tally destructive industries in the U.S.

This is not new information, but an in-
creasingly eco-aware population is going
to start connecting the dots. The green
movement hit critical mass in 2006. 

Al Gore won an Academy Award for An
Inconvenient Truth. Television ads showed
polar bears drowning in the Arctic. 

At more than $3 a gallon, gasoline
prices hit consumers in the wallet, draw-
ing more attention to the growing energy
crisis. The “green consumer” is emerging
in 2007. End users may increasingly
demand that companies practice envi-
ronmentally sound policies—which could
include energy efficient IT operations.

Some data centers are already billing

LEED
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) green building rating system is a
benchmark for the design, construction, and oper-
ation of green buildings. Developed by the U.S.
Green Building Council, LEED promotes a whole-
building approach to sustainability by recognizing
performance in five areas: sustainable site devel-
opment, water savings, energy efficiency, materi-
als selection, and indoor environmental quality.
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themselves as environmental stewards
by certifying under the LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)
rating system from the U.S. Green
Buildings Council. The LEED rating sys-
tem was designed for commercial office
buildings, not data centers. The require-
ments of IT departments have been so
far opposite the sustainable design
movement that the USGBC has so far
opted not to address data center facili-
ties at all. In fact, it is nearly impossible
for a data center to qualify as a LEED
facility unless it is included in a mixed-
use construction project. Data center
experts and the USGBC agree that chas-
ing LEED points is not a recommended
method for data center construction,
nonetheless a few facilities have quali-
fied in recent years. 

Prominent examples include the
Fannie Mae Urbana Technology Center
(UTC) located in Urbana, Md., a mixed-
use building that houses traditional
office space as well as a data center.
Another is Highmark Inc., a Pittsburgh,
Pa.-based healthcare insurance company

with a 90,000 square-foot facility host-
ing 28,000 square feet of raised flooring.

“It’s not about saving the whales, it’s
about communicating to our clients that
it’s a very sound business practice,” said
Doug McCoach, vice president of
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NO ROOM!
Companies are running out of room in their server farms. The insufficient
space is the biggest issue facing data center managers today.

Insufficient data center/
computer room space 36.6%

Data center consolidation 35.4%

Building new data center 22.4%

Insufficient computing capacity 
to meet business requirements 18.6%

Data center relocation 16.8%

Other 13.0%

Excess data center/
computer room capacity 10.6%

Excess computing capacity 3.7%

THE COST DEMAND EFFICIENCY IMPLEMENTATION METRICS



Baltimore-based engineering firm RTKL
Associates Inc., one of the designers of
the Highmark facility. “In the corporate
world, it’s a very important message. In
the last three years, we haven’t had a
client who hasn’t asked us about sus-
tainability and cost.”

These engineering achievements prove
that companies are willing to meet the
challenge head on and jump through seri-
ous hurdles to validate their green efforts.
There is a demand for data center energy
efficiency ratings. Customers care.

Carr predicts: “Once the public begins
to understand how much electricity is
wasted by computing and communica-
tion systems—and the consequences of
that waste for the environment and in
particular global warming—they’ll begin
demanding that the makers and users of
information technology improve efficien-
cy dramatically. Greenpeace and its rain-
bow warriors will soon storm the data
center—your data center.”5

The issue has gained enough attention
recently that the U.S. government has
gotten involved. In December 2006,

President George W. Bush signed a bill
calling for the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to research data center
energy efficiency. The bill, H.R. 5646,
mandated that the EPA analyze data
center energy usage and current incen-
tives for data center energy efficiency.
The EPA is also responsible for making
recommendations to end users and
manufacturers, encouraging the adop-
tion of energy 
efficient equipment and techniques. 

IV. HOW TO IMPLEMENT ENERGY
EFFICIENCY IN THE DATA CENTER
We have the methods and the tech-
nology to stop wasting energy in the
data center today. But data center 
teams need to accomplish two things 
to promote change:

1. Get executive buy-in for energy 
efficiency programs.

2. Make IT departments understand
the total cost of ownership by imple-
menting a chargeback structure. 

A data center
efficiency man-
date from C-
level executives
would drive 
top-down policy,
providing IT pro-
fessionals with
the motivation
necessary to
improve energy
efficiency.
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Without executive buy-in, the siloed
nature of corporate IT will undermine
efficiency efforts. The data center power
bill is oftentimes disassociated from the
overall IT budget. IT departments are
not motivated to reduce their power
footprint. Today’s data center systems
are so fragile that many data center
managers are unwilling to re-engineer
their IT systems to run more efficiently. 

The Uptime Institute estimates that
10% to 30% of the servers running in
today’s data centers aren’t actually
doing anything. But IT departments are
not currently motivated to audit and
decommission unused servers. A data
center administrator is not going to get
promoted for going around and unplug-
ging servers—it’s a career risk, not a
benefit in this environment. 

A data center efficiency mandate
from C-level executives would drive
top-down policy, providing IT profes-
sionals with the motivation necessary
to improve energy efficiency.

Facility managers see the power bill,
but lack the control to change it. If the
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BIDMC’s Kill-a-Watt tactics:
n Manage air distribution and temperature at the 

server inlet ports. You don’t have to run your data
center like a meat locker. Hot aisles are supposed 
to be hot—keep cooling focused on cold aisles.

n Clean under the raised floor at least once a year.

n Reduce the number of perforated floor tiles, and use
blanking panels in empty spots in the rack—direct
the air to the cold aisle efficiently. 

n Commission your data center infrastructure 
equipment, and do regular maintenance to keep it
running efficiently. 

n Install energy metering tools.

n Implement server virtualization wherever 
possible and evaluate new server technologies.

n Retire unused servers within 30 days of deactivation.
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IT department was charged back for the
power bill this would again motivate
energy-conserving behavior.

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
(BIDMC) in Boston is a prime example
of how presenting a business case to C-
level executives can motivate the switch
to an environmentally friendly data cen-
ter. Bob Doherty, data center manager 
at BIDMC, faced a 27% price hike in the
electric bill from his utility, Nstar, in
2005. Doherty said typically companies
would eat the rising price of electricity as
a cost of doing business. But a jump that
large requires a response. So Doherty
prepared his financial executives for a
27% increase in the price. 

“I was fearful of what it meant for my
department, so I called attention to it,”
Doherty said. “I’m sure facilities people
are well aware of this issue, so I brought
it up to non facility executives.” 

Data center personnel were proactive
and brought the issue to light. Since that
time, Doherty said his CIO has formal-
ized energy efficiency in the data center
as a priority and made more people

aware of the issue. The program is called
“Kill-a-Watt” and is now a quarterly
management reporting item. 

Despite the mandate, Doherty said
BIDMC is taking baby steps in energy
conservation. “People say, ‘Don’t sweat
the little things,’ but the little things are
everything,” Doherty said. “I can’t afford
the big steps. A major data center over-
haul can cost you millions of dollars and
result in outages.”

Overall, Doherty said the day-to-day
effort is making Kill-a-Watt a success.
But none of these efforts would be
meaningful to management if Doherty
wasn’t able to measure the progress.
Using sensors that were monitoring the
power quality coming into the building,
Doherty came up with calculations on
how much energy was being used for
computer power and how much was
used for mechanical support. It took 18
months to get it right, but collecting and
studying data was a necessary step.

“If you want to lose weight, the first
thing you have to do is weigh yourself,”
Doherty said.
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Hot-aisle/
cold-aisle:
Hot-aisle/
cold-aisle is a
method of cool-
ing servers in
data centers in
which every
aisle between
rows of racks is
bounded with
exclusively hot-
air outlets or
exclusively cool-
air intakes. Air
is brought into
the cool aisles
from under-
neath and
exhausted from
the hot aisles
overhead.
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V. METRICS THAT MEASURE 
“GREEN” PROGRESS
You can’t manage what you can’t meas-
ure. Unlike BIDMC, many organizations
have no systems in place to benchmark
energy use. HP’s Belady has been telling
a story about a customer who couldn’t
measure its energy use at conferences
around the country. 

To summarize: Belady convinced an
HP client (who will remain anonymous)
to implement hot-aisle/cold-aisle data
center design principles. Hot-aisle/cold-
aisle is a widely accepted best practice
for data center cooling efficiency. After 
a few months, Belady returned to the
client’s data center to see how the new
design was working and found that the
company had reverted to an inefficient
design that mixed hot and cold air
together. Why? It was “too hot” in the
hot aisle and people complained—never
mind that heat in the hot aisle is part of
the design. This customer didn’t have
any data to prove that it was more
efficient to implement a hot-aisle/
cold-aisle design. Without proof of

energy efficiency, the HP client was
forced to capitulate to the complaints.

Luckily, a number of organizations,
standards bodies and vendors are pulling
information and metrics together to
enable organizations to calculate the
efficiency of certain data center design
principles.

Data center organizations:

AFCOM is a data center professional organization
that focuses on education and networking. 
The Uptime Institute is a data center professional
organization that uses benchmarking data from its
membership and engineering expertise to develop
industry best practices. 
ASHRAE is the professional organization for air 
conditioning and facility engineers. It develops
standards for data center cooling and design. 
The Green Grid is a consortium of data center
vendors that has set a goal to reduce power 
consumption in the data center.
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Server energy performance metrics.
The Standard Performance Evaluation
Corp. (SPEC) and the EPA are working
on benchmarking server power perform-
ance. At the time of publication, neither
body has released its final standard, but
the premise is to develop a metric to
measure server power usage for a given
task. SPEC is a nonprofit consortium
formed in 1988 to establish, maintain
and endorse a standardized set of rele-
vant computing benchmarks. SPEC
formed a power and performance com-
mittee last year to come up with a way
to calculate the amount of energy it
takes for various servers to perform a set
unit of work. The first workload that the
new SPEC power metric will measure is
server-side Java. The energy measure-
ments are made at the AC input to the
system under test. 

In 2006 the EPA announced it would
consider including servers in its Energy
Star program, which already measures
the energy efficiency of items like ceiling
fans, dehumidifiers and desktop PCs. The
Energy Star rating would be based on a

metric developed by a vendor working
group. The metric, which right now
applies only to 1U and 2U rack servers,
uses a power meter to measure frequen-
cy, voltage, power factor and total har-
monic distortion compared to CPU uti-
lization. What comes out the other side
is a curve with power consumption on
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SOURCE: THE DATA CENTER OF THE FUTURE: WHAT IS SHAPING IT?, JOINT INTERUNITY GROUP-AFCOM STUDY.
RICHARD M. SNEIDER, PH.D. RESEARCH DIRECTOR, JANUARY 2005

Increasing 20% or more per year 10.6%

Increasing 10%-20% per year 32.3%

Increasing 1%-10% per year 37.9%

Staying approximately the same 13.7%

Decreasing 1%-10% per year 2.5%

Decreasing 10%-20% per year 3.1%

Decreasing 20% or more per year 0%

GRIM OUTLOOK
According to AFCOM, data center power requirements are increasing an
average of 8% per year while power requirements at the biggest data cen-
ters are growing at over 20% annually.



the y-axis and percentage of workload
on the x-axis. 

The EPA and SPEC may work together
to develop a comprehensive set of server
energy/performance metrics. Industry-
accepted standards would drive vendors
to continually improve server efficiency.
Customers, meanwhile, could use the
standards as an important factor in hard-
ware purchases. 

Data center benchmarking: Other
organizations are looking at data center
energy usage more holistically and are
developing benchmarks to measure data
center energy use across both the IT and
facility load.

The Uptime Institute recently devel-
oped a metric called Site Infrastructure
Energy Efficiency Ratio (SIEER). The
SIEER ratio is defined as the following:

Power “in” to the data center (measured
at the utility electric meter), divided by
power “out” used to run the IT equipment
for computing.

The differences between output and in-
put are transformation losses, UPS and
cooling equipment inefficiencies, and
user operational choices (percentage of
outside air used for cooling, computer
room temperature choices, bypass air-
flow, use of blanking plates, data center
layout and other factors).

According to a recent white paper, the
Uptime Institute’s 85 corporate mem-
bers (which include some of the largest
financial data centers in the world) have
an average SIEER of 2.5. This means that
for every 2.5 watts “in” at the utility
meter, only one watt is delivered out to
the IT load. Uptime estimates a best-
case scenario of 1.6 SIEER for companies
with the most efficient equipment and
no over provisioning of capacity.

The Uptime Institute calculated that 
a large data center (30,000 square feet
and up) could improve SIEER from 2.5 to
2.0 without building a new data center
and actually increase cooling reliability.
This project would save nearly a million
dollars annually in high-utility rate
regions. 

Almost all of 
the information
on data center
efficiency today
is anecdotal. 
A benchmarking
system would
make decisions
and insights
much more
accurate.
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The other holistic data center bench-
mark is called power usage effectiveness
(PUE), and it was developed by Belady.
The metric is gaining traction in the in-
dustry with support from the Green Grid
and the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE). PUE is essentially
the same equation as represented in
SIEER. PUE is the total data center facili-
ty load divided by the IT equipment load
and is represented as a ratio. 

The Uptime Institute and the Green
Grid will likely meld these benchmarks
under one name to be more useful.
Calculating these ratios may take some
guesswork, for example, estimating data
center energy consumption in a mixed
use facility, but it is a good starting point
for understanding data center energy use.

Once data centers start collecting data
on PUE or SIEER, that data will be invalu-
able. Belady envisions a nonprofit organi-
zation that could build a database
including PUE information on hundreds
of data centers. Experts would be able 
to slice the database to show the PUEs

for all the data centers that use under-
floor cooling versus overhead supple-
mental systems, for example. You could
show trends in PUE throughout the sea-
sons. What is the difference in PUE in a
small data center versus a large facility?
What is the PUE of data centers in the
Pacific Northwest versus Singapore—
and what are those data centers doing
differently?

Almost all of the information on data
center efficiency today is anecdotal. This
type of system would make decisions
and insights so much more accurate.

“The potential is endless,” Belady said.
“I see opportunity. If we had that data,
who knows what kind of products and
ideas we could come up with?” n

Matt Stansberry has been reporting on the conver-
gence of IT, facility management and energy issues
since 2003. He has been writing and editing for
SearchDataCenter.com since its launch in January
2005. Prior to that, he was managing editor of Today's
Facility Manager magazine and a staff writer for the
U.S. Green Building Council. He can be reached at
mstansberry@techtarget.com. 

End Notes: 

1 InterUnity Group researchers in
cooperation with AFCOM designed
“The Data Center of the Future: What
Is Shaping It?” survey. AFCOM mem-
bers were invited to participate in the
study by e-mail. The questions were
posted on a web site. A total of 161
qualified respondents replied during
December 2004 and January 2005.
The respondents were classified 
into 23 industry groups. Of the
respondents, 67 were in IT
Operations/Data Center.

2 Estimating Total Power Consumption
by servers in the U.S. and the World,
Jonathan G. Koomey, Ph.D., Staff
Scientist, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory and Consulting Professor,
Stanford University. Sponsored 
by Advanced Micro Devices, 
February 15, 2007
http://enterprise.amd.com/us-en/
AMD-Business/Technology-Home/
Power-Management.aspx

3 “Avatars consume as much 
electricity as Brazilians”, Nick Carr,
Rough Type, December 5, 2006
http://www.roughtype.com/archives/
2006/12/avatars_consume.php

4 “In the data center, power and cool-
ing costs more than the IT equipment
it supports”, Christian Belady, HP
http://electronics-cooling.com/
articles/2007/feb/a3/
Electronics Cooling Magazine, 
February 2007

5 “Welcome back to frugal 
computing”, Nick Carr, Rough Type,
November 8, 2006
http://www.roughtype.com/archives/
2006/11/welcome_back_to_1.php
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Dell simplifies growing IT challenges of space constraints and the cost/availability 
of power and cooling, by providing cost effective, energy optimized solutions that free
up resources and budgets for other initiatives. Dell datacenter solutions are quick 
to implement, deferring costly expansions or new datacenter construction. In addition,
Dell offers business client solutions designed to consume less energy, dissipate less
heat and provide new power management options.

Dell’s Energy Smart solutions are comprises optimized hardware and software, 
technologies from partnerships with industry leaders, and tools/services.  

Resources from Dell
Power and Cooling
Energy Smart Servers
Virtualization
Datacenter Services
Dell/Liebert Energy Smart Solution

About Dell Inc.
Dell Inc. (NASDAQ: DELL) listens to customers and delivers innovative technology
and services they trust and value. Uniquely enabled by its direct business model, Dell
is a leading global systems and services company and No. 34 on the Fortune 500. 
For more information, visit www.dell.com, or to communicate directly with Dell via 
a variety of online channels, go to www.dell.com/conversations.
To get Dell news direct, visit www.dell.com/RSS.
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